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PREPARING FOR OUR TECHNOLOGY FUTURE* 
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Introduction 

I express my gratitude to all of you and IPA for the 
honour bestowed on me. Actually when I heard about 
this r fOWld it a bit embarrassing as it appeared to me 

to be a felicitation within the house, as so many of you 
are from within the Dq>artmttlt of Atomic Ena-gy! But 
then I felt that it is not so, since the award is from the 
Indian Physics Association. When I accepted this date 
for receiving the award, I had not realized that today ( II th 
May) happens to be the " National Technology Day". 
Keeping this in mind, r decided on the title of today's talk. 

I sincerely feel that the continuous enhancement of 
tools for development of innovative technology and the 
presence of a very large and capable community which 
can carry the process forward, are two important 
prerequisites for a country to mhance its relative position 
in the current international world. I also believe that while 
we have done particularly well in the Atomic Energy 
program, the Space program and a few other programms, 
and that we have done extremely well in tenus of 
developing national tecbnologicaJ capability, we have miles 
to go in terms of creating an environment which will assure 
that the country attains the number one position in 
tecimological tenns in difTcrmt fields. I say this because 
if you want to be at the number one position, you have 
to have the ability to evolve new tecimologies ahead of 
anybody else. 

While I think developing techi!Ologies which are not 
available for the national requirement or developing 
technologies so that you can reduce the cost of technology 
acquisition are very imJXlnam features, (At least I am very 
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proud of what has been achieved in several decades in 
tams of these features in Indi a) I do not think we have 
too many examples of having developed some technology 
for the first time in the world. There may be only some 
cases here and there. Real innovative technolo gy 
development capability is about doing or developing a 
very imponant technology ahead of others because only 
thttl do you really reap its bmcfit in terms of the relative 
position between COWltries. Today, I want to talk about 
this very imponant attribute that we must acquire and what 
is it that is necessary for us to be able to achieve this . 

Clearly, this is not as easy as one might imagine, and 
panicuiarly so in the Indian context where we have people 
conditioned with compartmentalized thinking. Technology 
development, on the other hand, is a long continuum which 
starts with a high quality education, an extremely high 
level of research, applied aspects of research as a follow 
up to tbe basic research in the field, going on the 
development of some tcchnology and then making the 
technology robust and cost effective so that it can stand 
the competition in the market. Unless you are able to 

manage this entire continuwn, it is not JXlssible to develop 
innovative technologies. We see a lot of products being 
developed, but then they remain in the laboratories and 
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do DOt reach the industry. Even after one has developed a 
technologically robust product, it does not imply that it 
will be SUCCC'isful in the market place for that is altogedler 
a different baH game. I think the scientific community has 
to learn this and only when you es tablish this full 
continuwn with a good handshake between stages of lhis 

relay, can we hope to realize lhis capability. 

We have been trying to establish this culture in lhe 
Dtl'artment of Atomic Energy in a sustained manna over 
lhe years and I lhink we have been very successful. I 
want to bring to yo ur attention so me important 
developments which will convince you lhat the DAE 
programs have made a diference to the country. Howeva-, 
as I said earlier, it is not enough and we need to move 
forward. I wish to develop this theme further in the fonn 
of a case study because while one can always talk in 
geoaal terms, it is instructive to do so in the context of 
the atomic ena-gy program. This gives a message in terms 
of prtl'aring our COWltry for a technology future. Towards 
lhe end of the talk I will discuss what we need to do in 
general, and point oul that there are many common 
elements, whether we are talking about nuclear energy or 
other forms of energy or about any olher technology 
development. It is important to review the important 
elements which have contributed to our successes to date 
and lhen build on that so that we can achieve such an 
objective. If one looks at the DAE, it is an integrated 
system that translates nuclear and allied research into 
products of commercial and societal value. While this fact 
should be clear, at least to most of the audience here, I do 
not know how many of you are aware that today we are 
among the leading contributors to the global efforts in 
heavy wata- reactors, fast breeder reactors and in thorium 
related research. My colleagues in BARC and IGCAR 
(Indira Gandhi Centre for Atomic Research), have, in fact, 
done this data search and have co mpared scientifi c 

publications coming out of various countries and have 
fOlUld thaI India today stands al number one position in 

.. 
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all thC'ie areas (viz., heavy water reactors, fast breeder 
reactors and thorium tochnology, which are the three main 
segmmts of our three stage nuclear powa- program). So 
we have done well in accordance our mission objectives. I 
made a presentation at Bangalore where I gave some 
stati stics. These can be seen at the DAE website 
(www.dae.gov.in). 

Advanced Centre for T«:atment Education & Research Kharghar. 
Navi·Mumbai, a wing of TMRC. 

Aside from the reactor techno logy, we have had 
success in many areas of basic and applied research. One 

can cite many examples, but in my opinion one that stands 
out is the Giant Meter-wave Radio Telescope (GMRT). It 
is an indigenous research facility which today has become 

a great attraction for researchers world over. About one 
hundred ex.perimCiters come to work in GMRT every year 
fro m outside India. What is exceptional about GMRT is 
that it is an instrument which is conceptually Indian and 
has been built by Indian in India. The GMRT has many 
noteworthy achievements to its credit, the most significant 
one being the recalt discovery of a pulsar. 

Take yet another atomic energy establishment, the 
Tata MenlOrial Caltrc which is of course a premier institute 
in lhe country for treatment, research and education in 
cancer. I would like 10 tell you that in the year 2006, TMC 

won a global award as the "outstanding cancer 
organization" for its excellence in "canC(2" control within 

and beyond India's borders". This award, given by the 
International Union for Cancer Control is a creditable global 
distinction. 

Indi a has been a maj or co ll aborator in many 
international scientific effort. Along with China, the 
European Union, Japan, Russia, South Korea and U.S.A, 
India is a member of the International Thermonuclear 
Experimental Reactor (ITER) project. It also has an observer 
status at CERN along with U.S.A. Japan, Russia, Turkey 
and Israel. Thanks to our association with CERN, we have 
co ntributed s ignifi cantly to what is know n as grid 
computing, which provides seamless and scalable access 
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Fig. 1. Current Indian Energy Resourcea ( Ref : A Stntegy for Growth of EleetriQI Energy in 
India, DAE, 2004; Coal data from Report of the Expert Committee on Rado Map fo r Coal 
Sector Reforms) 
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to wide area distributed 
computing resources. 

A modest computing grid is 
already operational and is 
expanding. In terms of societal 
contributions, you have surely 
heard of the great developmmt in 
agricultural mutants th at ha s 
takm pl ace at BARC. But many 
of you may not know that we 
annually contributc roughly 250/, 
of the national ground nut and 
22% of the nationaJ black gram 
production. I want to md this list 
with a quote from Siegfried 
Hecker, the fomlCf Director of the 
Los Alamos National Laboratory, 
during his testimony at the US 
Senate Co mmittee on 
Appropriations (Sub·commiltce 
on Energy and Water 
Oevelopmmt) on April 30, 2008 : 
"I found that whereas sanctions 
slowed progress in nuclear 
energy, they made India self
sufficient and world leaders in 
fast reactor technologies. While 
much of the world's approach to 
India has been 10 limit its access 
to nuclear technology, it may 
well be that today we limit 
ourselves by not having access 
to India's nuclear technology 
developmen ts. StIch technical 
views should help to advise the 
diplomatic efforts with India." 
The point I am making is that we 
have done well and we are 
rightfully proud of what we have 
achieved in technological tams . 
However, as we go along it 
becomes clear that we may havc 
to take a path which is differmt 
from that trav€2"SOO by the rest or 
the world. We have to pursue 
some ideas and take some 
technology routes ahead of oth €2"S 
because our priorities are that 
much more. Our three stage 
program (sec Box) was fme up to 
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Fig. 2. projecled Electrical Energy Requirement Mlli J)<)mes tic Supply. Afler laking into a~ount 
all available indigenous 5QUI'C(:$ for electricity production the deficit in 2050 will be around 400 
OWe (Source: A Stra tegy for Growth of Electrical energy in India, Document 10, DAE, August 
2004). 

CorUloct the heavy walt.'f reactor 
to the fast reactor and to the 
thorium reactor, and the rationale 
for our following this path will be 
clear from the data in Fig, I and 
the tabl e following, The figure 
shows the electricity generation 
po tential of various energy 
resources, while th e table 
indicates the number of years any 
one of the resources would last if 
usoo alone (i) .11 the cLUTent rate 
and (ii) at the rate projecJ:oo for 
2052. 

the lirst stage but for Ule second stage and Ihe third stage, 
wc need the route I have just mmtioned, There are people 
who are still dl..'hating whether fast reactor development 
should be done now or later, whether it will work or not. 
WI,: cannot afford that lUxury and must develop fast 
rc;u.:tors and th,lt too with greal spew. The UlOrium story 
is Vtry similar, TIlere arc fuel cycles loctmoJogies which 

It is very clear that India just 
does not have enough merb'Y resources to support our 
estimated electricity requirements by tile middle of the 
century, AI the rate of consumption projccted in 2052, our 
coal deposits would last us for just II years, uranium in 
PHWR (Pressurized Heavy Water Reactors) fo r not even 
1/3 of an year and plutonium in fast reactors fo r about 18 

Nuclear Power Reactors 

In a nuclear rc.1ctor, energy is harnessed for power production primarily through fission of ur,Ulium, thorium 
and plutonium, with uraniwn being the mOSI common fissile material today, In a fission reaclion, a heavy nucleus 
splits illlo smaller fmgmCtlts, releasing Ctlergy in the process, The Cftergy appears as kinetic energy of Ule fissioll 
fragments, gamma radiation and heat. 

• '. 

Natural uranium consists of 98,275% of 238U, 0,72% of 
mU alld 0,005% of 2J4U, Most of the nuclear ClIergy in the 
world is produced by fission of mU, An isotope of uranium 
233U, which does not natnrally occur but can bc produced by 
exposing thorium to neutrons, is also fissionable, The process 
of liss ion is initiated by capture of a slow (therma l) neutron by 
uranium nucleus , When Ihe parent nude\ls breaks up into 
fragmmls, addilional Ilt:utmns are produced, whkh can be LlSt'!: l 
10 produce a chain react ion, Howcver, to control 11 (;1Iain 
reaction, excess nt'tttmns arc fl'I LlOVl'd by inserting conlrol rods 
containrng IIl"UtrOIl .Ihsorbing Illilt!.:rial. Further, in iI Ihernw l 

rcolctor, the remaining neutroIl~ are thconalized by milking them collide with low mass moderalnr,f stK h :l~ wat'?T, 
hC<lvy water or graphite. A fast reactor. on the other hand, dot:;; not rl'Quire ,I 1II0di.-Talor, rite heat gt1Il'r"ll\1 in the 
core of a reactor IS removed for being lI~cd 10 heat wltt('r tl) e\:lwral~ stl!;ULI ;tI1d t'V1.111ual gt1u.:rati\ n (lr dl'uricity_ 
B;L~t,1 on heal rCIl1I)V!l IIIIOClwnism, the rl:actors ilfe oJ two types, vi". Hioli ng Waltr Hcacto r (BWR) iUul rrcssurizcd 
Walrr Il.cactor (PWR), 

In it BWR, water in pipes circu\at~ Imide the core. This .... mlse<' water ~o bot! 1m\ ht:"omt: S1C;In1. whidt ;n 
lILm, is tls!.'(t 10 drive a turbine. !-\fi<.'f t1li c; Ihe wafer i~ cooll~1 ,md i::. rctum~1 to Ihe core, .\<; Ihe w'IIcr C111l'fS the 
core, then' is ,I possibility or 115 becoming radiu;lrtiVt', 

[n " PWR, the cool;ull is kq)t umkr high pressure to r.tise its boi[mg point and ilvoid sigmticant steam 
fllnn<llioll in th~ core, The heat is trcUls fcrred lhrough J heitt e:'(chiUlger 10 a ~ecolldary ci'Ohml, w/uch is lIsed to 
dnve the turbine, As the secondary eool.lll! does 1I0t el\!cr thc coie, It dot::5 Itot becolile rildio.tClive. 
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ycars. You can sec Ihat we are an energy defic icnt country. 
Our hydrocarbon deposits are nOI of any s ignificant 
amount and will be used primarily for Il"iU'lspon. Hydro· 

power of course will be there as it is a renewable source 
but it will contribute a yay limited amount, about 69 GWe 
ye.1r pcr year, which is going to be a very small fraction 
of the total electricity production by the middle of the 
cauury. Solar energy is an imponilllt input and even ill 
the Depanment of Atomic Energy we have come to the 

conclusion that we must work on harnessing solar Cflergy 
economically. It is an enonnous resource but the chall t2lge 
is to be able to exploit it at a viable cost. Today, on the 

other hand, we cml explo it nucl ear ellergy at a competiti ve 

rate. 

So the point is, the world says that there is plenty of 
uranium and we need not be cOllcerned about energy 
production. Thai is of course true at this time as far as 

the rest o f the world is concerned. However, after another 
30 or 40 years eV(.'11 that statement is 1I0t going to be true. 

It str<U1ge that sOllie 10 years back several countries which 
were producing nuclc..1 r power had decided 1I0t to recycle 

and several others had decided not to build lIuclear powers 
statiolls. Today, the COWltries which decided 1I0t to build 

power stations have decided to start building power 
sta tions, illId COlmtries which had decided 1I0t to rcr:yc\e 
have admitted that they will at least recycle pania\ly. This 
view will certai nly ch,mge further as the energy crisis 

bccome more and more acute. So eventually the world is 

bowld 10 be in the same s ituat ion in which we find 
ourselves today. TIle world will develop the tcchnologies 

lIecesSary for coping with this situation tomorrow. Do we 
wail till that time, and then suffer b(.'cause of energy 
s ho rtages o r do we go ahead and develop th ese 
technologies for ourselves? I think we are in a position to 
do so illid it is a pity that while eve'll the world thinks 

that we have the required capabili ty, there are many in 
India who do not have the same faith in our ability. We 
need to shed that di ffidence and get on with the job, 
because time is o f importance. There is 110 point in saying 

there is plenty of thorium, we will gt1 the tedmology for 
using it ill the long run . The question is will we survive 
till such time if wc suITer so much due to rocrgy shortage? 

It is, therefore, important to solve cnergy problems in a 
timely manller regardless of whether the rest of the world 
is moving on thut path or nol. If you w,mt fo llow this 

path, we need to be self reliant, exetTlt that we are not 
just talking about self re1iilllce in tenns of replicilting a 
tochnology which has been developed elsewhere. We arc 

now talking about bcing self-reliant in tenus of technology 

which has not been developed elsewhere in the world . 
That is the diITerence and we must rC;llize i1. 

Now, thanks to the opening up of the civil nuclear 
co·operation, there is this other extreme reaction. Poople 
think that with the international civil co·opcration opell, 

Among the thennal reactors, the IIIOst common is the "Light \Vater Reactor" (LWR). These reactors usc 
ordinary water (H20) as moderator and cool;ult. These reactors usc enriched UTanium·235 (3 to 5%) as fuel. They 
are cheaper to maintain as they cml run for 12 to 18 months without change of fuel. 

• 

Pressurized Heavy Water Reactors (PHWR) usc natural unmium (0.7% U·235) as fuel mid heavy water (D~O) 

as the modemtors coolant system. Originally a Canadiml design, this has been popular in India because of its ~se 
of natural uranium . The reactor is also collunonly known ,is CAN DU (Canada Deuterium Uranium) reactor. PHWRs 
arc weI! suited for efficiCtlt production of plutonium which is produced by absorption of the fast neutrons producro 

in a fi ss ion reaction ri n + ~U -+~: Pu +2p - . The plutonium generated by this procees cml be fed to a Breeder 
Rc;lctor. 

A Breeder Reactor produces more fissionable material than it consumcs. TIle core of a filSt breeder reactor 
consists of an inner part which contains the fission fuel consisting of rorichcd m U0 2 mid 239pu02 and an outer 
part which consists of U·238, depleted uranium mid 2J2Th in some combination. TIle fast ncutrons that are produced 
during. fi ssion of the inlier pan is captured by the outer layer to breed fissionablc plutonium and U·233. Thus the 
reactor breeds more fuel than it conSUJlles, which accounts for the name. No moderators are IIsed in the rC<K1or as 
the neutrons should not be slowed down (hence the nalllc Fast Breedt..T Reactor or FBR). This is also the reason 
why the primary coo lant used is not wilter which could slow down neutrons. The usual coolant used in the primary 
loop is liquid sodium. A thennal breeder reactors employs thoriUln·232 as the fuel and convens it to U·233 which is 
capable of sustaining a chain rC<lction. 

Interested readers may look up the infonnation material for laymen available at the websi te of WANO hllp.'I! 
wlvw.worfd·nucfea/:orglinjolinj32.hrml. Also available in this website is a list o f tenns which arc commonly used jn 

discllss ion of the unmium industry and the nuclear fuel cycle; http://wwwlworld·nuc!e(lr.o/.glin!o/ injS l.html. 
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combinootogcma-. You know that 
evcrl today we are importing a lot 
of hydrocarbons but that is more 

"·ig. J. A view of the Kaknpar Atomic Power Station. 

as primary energy and here I am 
talking only about the electricity. 
Even for electrici ty. we are 
importing a ctrtain fraction of our 
energy fonn outside and this is 
bound to increase. For the year 
2050, in tenns of electricity deficit, 
it is estimatoo that there would be 
a shortfall of around 400 GWe. 
Mind you, we have accounted for 
all the domestic energy resources. 
This deficit can only be met by 
import . If we want 10 import, let 
us say coal, it amounts to an 

all our problems are solved. That, I think, is a very 
disastrous approach or attitude. If you look at the figure 
(Fig. 2), the continuous black curve is the projected 
electricity generation requirenHnt over next few decades 
arrived at on the basis of a fairly detailed study. The 
numbers may look large, but in reality, they are likely to 
be under estimates. (I know for a fact that the Planning 
Commiss ion has undertaken a study of th e energy 
requirement of the countty till 2030 and their numbers are 
larger.) TIle figure also shows what we can do with different 
ent.'rgy resources which are at our disposal. We pave only 
considered such energy generation methods which can 
produce electricity in a provaJ and comma"Cially viable 
manner. These numbers are optimistic as we have simply 
accepted the claims made by various segments of their 
capabilities. Even with this, there is a big gap between the 
demand and the generation potential of all methods 

import of 1.6 billion tons of coal 
annually. nlis is a mind boggling quantity of coal which 
will choke all our pons and our transportation system. So 
we are moving towards a fairly unsustainable situation. 
We need to aware of it today because the solution to 
these things takes time. 

I also want to point oul again that the projections 
made for the three stage program are als~ optimistic. It 
has bem assumed that we will develop the fast reactor in 
the way we have plarmcd and that we will develop the 
recycle technology in the way we have planned and that 
we would reach the projected output of 273 GWe by 2050. 
You may note that 273 GWe is roughly twice the total 
electricity that we produce today. That's the challenge 
which. we must meet. But then we need to bridge the gap. 
We could bridge d\is gap if we had 3 or 4 times the amOlUlI 

Three-s tage .Nuclear Power Programme of India 

The thn::c stage nuclcar powt:r progranmlc of DAE is ratlitr unique 10 India and is based on the Uranium and 
Thorium resources available in thc COWl try. it bas been planned based 0 11 a closed fuel cycle concept, requiring 
rcproc(..,~s ing of Spttlt fuel from every reactor, to judiciously reutilize all available fissile material for peaceful purposes. 
The rU"St stage comprises the co nunercial deployment of Prcssurizoo Heavy water Reactors (PHWRs) based on 
natural Uranium and Heavy wata-. While the less abundant mU undergoes fi ssion gmCf"3ting energy. the most 
abundant l.18U gets convertoo to fi ss ile 2.l9pu . The Pu cml be extracted by reprocessing the spall fuel from the fi rst 
stage, In the scwnd stage, the fast breeder reactors (FB R) which tl~e fuels basoo Oil 2J9pU will be built. 1llcse 
r<:actors in addition to enhancing the nuclear power, will also be used to convert thc fertilc 1110riUIl1 10 fi ssile 2.11U, 

thacby multiplying the inventory of fissile material. Reprocessing of the spall fuel is vital for the efficient utilization 
of Pu and U. TIle thinl stage of the prognullme will bc based on tlte fissile Z33U produced ill the sc<::ond stage and 
the vast resources of fertile n21l1 and the Th. 233U cycle. An advanced Heavy WattT Reactor (AHWR) is being 
planned 10 gain useful cxptricuce i.n u,~ing thoriwn based fuels and to expedite the transition to thorium based 
Systems for long term enet'b'Y security. [n addition, for large scale utilization OfTIlOriUID, the DAE also has plans to 
dl.'Velop Accelerator DriVCll sub-critical Reactor System (A DS) in future. 

-S Kailas 
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of uranium than what we actually have. It is also imeresting 
to observe that if wc bridge this gap once, we would 
have bridged it forever because breeder reactors and 
thorium would aUow you to do so. 

Initially, for the flf'St slage of the three stage program, 
we have to impon or use uranium from the Indian mines. 
Once we get into the recycle mode, we would multiply the 
powa capacity. TIIC power capacity will grow because in 
a fast breeder reactor you grow independent of any 
additional uranium - the same uranium which is used for 
setting up 10,000 MWe of PHWR capacity will lead to 
power capacity of 273 GWe through recycle in fast reactor. 
If you back caJculatc to fmd what needs to be done to 
bridge the 400 GWe gap, you need to set up 40,000 MWe 
of light water capacity. Thus we would have closed that 
gap without having to import any further fuel from 
anywhere. In fact, it will make India energy independent 
and not just technology self reliant. Such tremendous 
advantage can be realized once you have mastered the 
three stage nuclear power program. You can transpose the 
domestic technology on to the spent fuel which will come 
out from the light wat<r reactors and grow and it will then 
be possible to c10sc the gap. To repeat, what this means 
is that if you do your technology development right, you 
not only get additional power in terms of immediate 
requirements of electricity generation but you in fact have 
a chance of making India eventually indq>rndent of extemaJ 
inputs. It is important of do this in a timely manner. For 
example, if 40,000 MWe by 2020 dOC'in't happen and say 
it takes 10 more years, this would mean that the start up 
will get delayoo. Obviously the exponential growth later 
will still be there, but it will not be able to bridge this gap 
by 2050. It means that a 10 year delay in this part would 
still leave us with about 178 GWe defi cit, which in twn 
would mean that we will have to still import 0.7 billion 
tons of coal annually. This of course is Jess than our 
initial estimate of 1.6 billion tons, but it is still very large. 
So timely implementation is of great importance. Note that 
our aim would be to bring to bear our own technology on 
the additionality through import to realize the energy 
independence. In the process we also consolidate our 
leadership on fast reactor and thorium technologies through 
our own efforts and be ready to offer them to others who 
would surely need them after sometime. 

Now I will digress a little bit here because I thought 
I must answer a question which is often asked ; "We 
have plenty of thorium and then why is it that we are not 
able to meet our national requirement using thorium right 
now ?" We discussed the three-stage process which is 
fundamental to the nuclear power development of the 
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cownt)'. We need to start with an initial base of 10,000 
MWe of PHWR capacity, which is only a trigger, because 
it can then sustain a chain of fast bree::ler reactors (FBR) 
to breed U-233 using the vast reserves of thorium (Th-
232). U-233, in nun, will fuel the next generation of thorium 
reactors, such as the indi genously designed Advanced 
Heavy Water Reactor (AHWR). The scale at which. Thorium 
can be used would depend on the capacity of fast reactors 
in which Thorium can be converted to Uranium - 233. 
Looking at our large scaJe needs we obliviously need large 
fast reactor capacity to be brought in place for this purpose. 
The three stage programme thus needs a sequentia l 
implementation. Let us ask as to what is the right time to 
introduce thorium? Detailed calculations have shown that 
thorium can be deployoo on a large scale about three 
decadC'i after the introduction of fast breeder with short 
doubling time. What if we do it earlier? We say to 
ourselves, forget about the fast breeder reactor; we have 
PHWRs, we have plenty of thorium and we know we have 
done a lot of irradiation of thorium in PHWRs. So we stan 
introducing thorium in PHWRs or for that matter let us 
look for a more efficient reactor where thorium can deliver 
best results say, for instance, a molten saJt reactor (A 
suitable candidate fo r our purpose doesn't exist as yet. It 
is a reactor in which nuclear energy production and 
reprocessing can be done together using molten salt as 
medium). If we do that, our studies show that the power 
capacity actually peaks only at 36 GWe and we cannot 
get morc than that. 36 GWe is negligibly small compared 
to the energy requirement that we have. That is the 
rationale for doing things in the s«iuCflCe of a three stage 
program. You cannot put the can before the horse. That 
is the only way you can build a large nuclear power 
program. 

We have done well on this developmental path in 
the sense that we have been recognized as the global 
leader in fast reactors and we have been also recognized 
as globaJ leaders in PHWR teclmology. If you want some 
pointttS, in Kakrapar (near Surat, Gujarat), a wtit ofNPClL 
(Nuclear Power Corporation of India, Ltd.) was adjudgoo 
to be the best pafonning PHWR in the world in its class, 
during the period October 2001 to September 2002 by World 
Association of Nuclear Operators (WANO). 

In 2003 and 2007 two of the senior Indian operators 
of our nuclear power stations have also been awarded the 
Nuclear Excellence Award of WANO. Further, the CANDU 
owners group had this to say: "NPCIL PHWRs showed a 
major improvement in the gross capacity factor in 2002 
exceeding the United StlItes light water reactor 
performance by almost 1%". So we have reached 
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somewhere! Unfortunately, we do not have enough 
uranium. This has resulted in our reactors running at partial 
capacity whereas we could actually generate much more 
energy. We have to of course continue to look for domestic 
Uranium deposits within the country through augmented 
exploration programme, Larger the resources of uranium 
that we can mobilize, larger will be the initial tbennal reactor 
capacity and in tum better would be our ability to make 
larga" contribution to national electricity needs with faster 
introduction of Tborium. As fa r as fast reactors are 
conca:ned, Russia is the only other COWltry with a FBR 
under constructionlopcration larger than the 500 MWe of 
PFBR that we are constructing. 

I will now quickly list some challruges. We know the 
PHWR capacity will have to go up to 10,000 MWe. We 
are already at aroUIld 4,400 MWe in terms of reactors 
which are already opLTating and those under construction. 
So eight more untis of 700 MWe will take us to 10,000 
MWe target. But once you have access to international 
uranium, and, since we know that the PHWR will compete 
well, we can set up more units running on imported 
uranium. Tomorrow, when we have light water reactors, 
the spent fuel from light water reactors will produce 
plutonium but there will also be left over uranium which 
would contain enough uranium 235 to be actually the fuel, 
in faet, better fuel than natural uranium as it will contain 
between O.IJ-/. to 1.1% of U-235. From the spent fuel that 
will arise from the PWR, we can send plutonium to the 
fast reactors but we can also send reprocessed uranium 
back to the heavy water reactors. So, it looks to me that 
we can set up another 12 or 14 more PHWRs if we go by 
the rq>rocessed uranium route and more through use of 
imported uranium. So our target has to be a massive 
dcploymmt of 700 MWe PHWRs, which will be of domestic 
design which can nul on natural uranium, slightly enriched 
uranium or reprocessed uranium. 

The 220 and 540 MWe PHWRs which are operating 
and for that matter even the 700 MWe reactor which is 
coming up can also (om the basis of our exports. I was in 
Beijing a few wetb ago. There wcrc at least four differrut 
presrutatioll5 which expressed that thc Indian PHWR could 
be potential candidates for some of the emerging marlcct.s. 
I was vfrj pleased to hear that they look at not just our 
PHWR but also have interest in AHWR. This is the global 
expectation about India. We should think of these reactors 
as export models, again fueled by either reprocessed 
uranium or natural uranium. The Indian industry can in 
fact become a major hub for the equipment supply chain, 
for both the Indian PHWR in India and abroad and CANDU 
reactors abroad. 
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Many of you might have heard that AECL has signed 
an MOU with Larsen & Toubro. What for? I think the 
business people understand these things far better. We 
are actually very efficient in tenus of supplying plant life 
managemrut sa-vices, re-tubing etc. NPCIL has to its credit 
several large scale re-tubing of reactors dOllc at a price 
which is a fraction of a price which prevails in Canada 
and other places. There are companies which are coming 
to India and exploiring whether India can participate in 
this rq>air market abroad. 

About PWRs, just because we are going to import 
PWRs, it does 1I0t mean that there arc no technological 
issues. First of all, we are talking of parks of light water 
reactors. At each place we want to set up 6 or 8 Wlits, so 
there is mass ive coll5truction to be done and it will be the 
Indian industry that will do the construction. The vmdors 
have recognized that if they have to succeed in India, 
they have to bring tile capital cost down and make their 
proposals more competitive with what is available in India. 
That can happen only if the manufacturing of major 
equipm(2lts is done in India, at least progressively. That 
is why we see a lot of commercial activity betwcm Indian 
companies and foreign vendors. We should become a 
major mcUlufacturing hub, not just for PHWRs but also for 
PWRs. It is good not only for the Indian domestic program 
but also for creating a sizeable export potential. This is an 
example how technology can empower the COWitty. 

Having done all that, we need to also ensure that we 
have an indigenC'us PWR as we are not going to deprud 
on foreign PWRs for all time to comc. NPCIL is in fact 
vfrj close to putting and Indian PWR design on the table 
so that we develop capability in this area. This is how it 
has happened elsewhere. Look at France. It started with 
initial collaboration with Wastinghouse and today France 
is a leader. Likewise, Japan start ed by having a 
collaboration with Westinghouse and GE and today it is a 
leader in the field. The Korean story is the same. We should 
have that ambition. As a matter of fact, we already possess 
all basic elements of PWR teclmology. The same thing is 
true of fast reactors, PFBR is there and we will repeat the 
same design . There arc several further technolo gy 
objectives because we have to keep thc cIoubling time to 
an absolute minimum Oldy thell will the capacity will grow 
at a fast rate. Thcre arc developed countries in the field 
but we are going to race ahead of them. The same thing 
is true with thorium - again we are going to be ahead of 
rcst of the world as we master the technologies needed 
for the third stage. 

We also talk about AHWRs, about other thorium 
systems which may, in fact, be more optimum for use in 
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the third stage. We arc now talking about ADS 
(Accelerator Driven Systems). We arc talking about them 
for two reasons. The three stage program will allow us to 
go to a very high level of generation capacity, but will we 
be content to remain at that level - reaching a steady 
state with no growth potential ? I think that growth 
potential aspect will always remain important, and if we 
want to support growth potential with thorium we have to 
bring in external non-fission neutron and that is where 
accelerator driven system is important. It is also important 
fonn another perspective. Through these systems, we can 
roouce the radio-toxicity of long lived waste and in fact, 
countries like France and United States are now talking 
about at least a policy directive for R&D to reduce the 
radio-toxicity of high level waste to a level less than the 
radio- toxicity of a Uranium mine in a time span of 300 
ye.1l'S. This is a very important statemmt ! Imagine, if they 
realize that 30-40 years from now, one of the main issues 
connected with the usc of nuclear power will vanish. No 
longer will we need to manage radio active waste beyond 
the institutiona1life - a core issue with waste management. 

How do we develop this technology? There is a lot 
of work going on at BARC, at RRCAT and other places; 
internationally also, there is lot of work going OD. A typical 
project cost for a 1,000 MWe unit may be around Rs. 
6,000 -7,000 crore, so an industrial scale ADS proejct will 
easily cost Rs. 4,000 to 5,000 crore. Who will take up this 
type of project? A typical project would require at least a 
few hundred professionals. Can an ADS be built by 
engineers, who come out from our engineering colleges 
today or even from the DAE training school? The answer 
is no, because they do not know what the accelerators 
arc and are not knowledgeable about the problems of high 
current accelerators. They do not know how to manage 
super conducting systems. We have physics graduates 
coming out of science colleges. Can they build the system? 
Again the answer is no, because while they understand 
how these work, at least some of them do, they cannot 
engineer these systems. These systems are not 
experimental set ups. They have to work 24 x 7 with 90% 
capacity, which is a different ball game! That is the 
teclmology challenge. You have to do a lot of development 
but even if you do that, we have to prepare the whole 
country in terms of education and training for developing 
such systems. 

If we say that we will set up such a thing it may be 
10 or 15 years from now, by that time we must have at 
least three, four or five hundred professionals who can 
work on such a project. We are going to start from scratch. 
We need to have very robust strategies and that is what 
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we are trying to do. Under the aegis of the Homi Bhabha 
National [nstitute, we want to promote research at the 
interface of basic research and applied research. We need 
engineers who Wlderstand science and we need scientists 
who understand mgineering. Homi Bhabha was one such 
person. Professor Govind Swarup is another who comes 
to my mind. We need hundreds of such people if we want 
to implement such a program. 

There are many other technologies and I will only 
give a glimpse of things. We are talking about metallic 
fuel, molten salt cooling, both required for fast reactors 
and for accelerator driven systems. To give some other 
examples, high temperature reactors will be necessary for 
production of hydrogen. We need materials which can run 
for 30, 40 or 50 years at 1,000 degree Celsius. Do we have 
these matmal today? Everyone talks of hydrogen utilization 
but it is a major teclmology challenge and if we want to 
realize that, say 30 years from now, thm there is a great 
need for developing this technology today. The same thing 
is true about fusion and about many other things. Right 
now what is happening is that we have a structured 
program, there are people who are working on individual 
technology areas and there are people who are working at 
a system level. At some stage, we will have to integrate 
them in order to undertake the projects I have mentioned. 

I have come to more or less to the end of this talk 
which is about the synergy of science and energy
technology. I think this conmlunity recognizes all that had 
been done in the past in the country. Much has been 
achieved. The question now is : Can we translate that 
into the kind of capability, which I was mentioning? I think 
if we organize ourselves, my answer would be an emphatic 
yes. But we need to move forward in a very serious manner 
because we are talking about very large scale projects in 
the area of accelerators, super conductivity, cryogenics, 
radio frequency, microwave, plasma technology and lasers 
for many applications but particularly for enrichment and 
other material possessing applications. r think one can 
visualize that these are the energy technologies of future. 
So at times I talk about a term called the physics based 
energy technology. I think, all of you will agree that we 
have not given enough attention to this. Since I am talking 
to a community of physicists, I strongly urge that we need 
to be more proactive about this. 

Now let us come back to gmeralizations. It is clear 
that we need to have continued persistence on self
reliance because self-reliance provides us immWlity from 
vulnerability and even if vulnet:ability is not there, self
reliance allows us to sustain our capability to build new 
innovative technologies. We need to have a new emphasis 
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on our education and training as I mentioned earlier. DAE 
has taken some initiatives and io me the most important 
ones are the recent beginnings of the DAE Mumbai 
University COlter for Basic Scimces and the starting of 
NISER at Bhubaneswar. These are places where we will 

have scientists undergoing an integrated mastm program 
with emphasis on experimental skills. J think you need 
sciroce graduates to come up to be able to build their 
own e:Juipment and their own instrummts. Many people 
can do push button research. We need scientists who 
says, J wanl to solve a problem important either for 
advancing human understanding or for making an 
important contribution to national development and having 
said that one must be capable of doing every thing that is 
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ftXIuired and that implies partly a white collar job and partly 
a blue collar job. We should be in a position to achieve 
once we determine that this is what we want to do. So we 
require stronger bridges between basic research and 
technology development and that is what we are trying to 
emphasize in HBNI as I mentioned that earlier. BRNS, in 
fact, has embaJded this in its new policy. The new campus 
of BARC at Vizag will have a twin co-located structure 
which will permit and will enhance this SYRaogy. We should 
come out with more co-located institutions. 

So with this I thank you again. I wish that on the 
Technology Day we make a resolve that we will work to 
secure our technology future, be it for energy or be it for 
something else. a 

I. 


